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f lavor

A

deep purple liquid seeps into
a shimmering neon pink, as if
I’m staring at the motions of
a lava lamp. Birds chirp and a
slight breeze catches my hair
as my tongue dances across
black salt brushed along the
glass. Crisp blood orange and
butterfly pea flower freshen my palate, as
the faint aroma of orange blossom wafts
to my nose. I’m sipping on the Unicorn
Margarita–a magical cocktail for a magical
start to my evening at Pico Los Alamos.

Uni Tostada, Dates L’avec, Classy Clam Chowder, Local King Salmon, Winfield Farm Pork Chop, Grass-fed Manhattan Cut Steak
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Amor Y Amar(g)o

To commence the meal, a wood slab is set on the table, adorned with
two decorated Uni Tostadas. A rainbow of flower petals and sprouts
garnish uni pate, avocado mash, Oaxacan peanuts, and unagi sauce.
The distinct briny uni combined with the sweet unagi alludes to a
seafood dish, while the crunch of the tostada and peanut counters
the creaminess of avocado. It is a fusion of flavors and textures I’ve
never had the pleasure of experiencing until now.
My second cocktail comes garnished with a sprig picked from the
patio garden. The Lost Almost, surely a play on Los Alamos, is a
tropical dream combining jalapeño tequila, mezcal, pineapple, and
hints of ginger. Although mezcal is an acquired taste, the subtlety of
the smokiness is not deterring and rather delightful.

Uni Tostada

Stuffed Avocado Crudo arrives in the shape of a delicate orb
reflecting down in a pool of yuzu ponzu. We reluctantly break open

Homegrown
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the beautiful formation as if cracking
into an egg, the tiny black tobiko falling
through the middle. The tuna is buttery
and rich with a wonderful kick, and the
acidity of the yuzu ponzu balances the
dish. I sip on my elixir to cool off my taste
buds in between bites. I move onto the
cluster of DaVall medjool dates wrapped
in bacon. The Dates L’Avec are stuffed with
a house mangalitsa chorizo and ricotta
salata. A (literal) explosion of flavor erupts
in my mouth as I break into the juicy date
smothered in harissa. The dish satisfies all
of my cravings at once, combining sweet,
salty, and spicy into one bite.
Our appetizers are swapped for two
entrées–the Local King Salmon and Pico
Burger. My salmon is presented like a
work of art: a furikake crusted fillet laying
on a bed of black rice, with a salmon
Lost Almost

chicharron accented by roe, flowers, and
homemade labneh balancing atop. I dive into
the crackling chicharron, a red roe popping in
my mouth as the labneh dollops freshen the
bite. My next endeavor, the burger, is layered
with aged cheddar, a fried egg, smoked bacon,
and balsamic caramelized onions, sandwiched
between a glossy brioche bun. The moment I
slice it in half, the egg yolk runs down the side,
smothering the truffle fries below. Within
minutes, the side of garlic aioli is wiped clean,
and I nosh on the remnants of the burger.
I somehow manage to save room for dessert–
and the Rhubarb Tart is the first to catch my
eye. The tangy rhubarb and charred meringue
dusted with lavender sugar evokes a floral
freshness, making for the ideal summer
dessert. The Chocolate Lava Cake, topped
with a cloud of whipped cream, juxtaposes the
tart. The gooey dark chocolate center pours
out onto the plate, and in seconds, it’s gone.
I stargaze as we drive down the 101 highway,
contemplating my evening with a full belly.
Pico’s farm-to-table outlook and aesthetic
is refreshing and genuine. Fine attention
to detail in flavor-pairing and presentation
elevates this spot high above the standard for
American comfort food. *
Local King Salmon
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Stuffed Avocado Crudo
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